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ABSTRACT 
Ol’shanskit-‘s semigroup plays a prominent role in the discussion of symmetric spaces. There are 
two important applications: the construction of the discrete series in representation theory and 
analysis on symmetric spaces. In this article the notion of an Ol’shanskiiwedge in a symmetric Lie 
algebra is defined. The tangent wedge of Ol’shanskit-‘s semigroup is an example of such a wedge. 
In Section 1 of this paper, a geometric characterization of Ol’shanskii wedges is given and their 
relation to special Lie wedges is established. Section 2 deals with invariant Ol’shanskiiwedges and 
Ol’shanskiisemialgebras. We give a complete classification of symmetric Lie algebras supporting 
invariant Ol’shanskii wedges, resp., Ol’shanskii semialgebras. 
INTRODUCTION 
In all that follows, let g = b @ q be a finite dimensional real symmetric Lie 
algebra. Then Q is a subalgebra, and the vector subspace q is an &module with 
[q, q] c b. The decomposition g = h@ q determines an involutive Lie algebra 
automorphism 5 : g + g with eigenspaces fi and q for the eigenvalues +l and -1, 
and vice versa. Symmetric Lie algebras play a prominent role in the discussion 
of symmetric spaces G/H, where G is a connected Lie group with involutive Lie 
group automorphism f with di= 5, and (G’), c HL G’, the set of fixed points 
in the involution f. 
In this article we consider wedges W in g, where it is assumed that l) is con- 
tained in the edge H(W) = Wn - Wof W. These are precisely the wedges of the 
* The author thanks Prof. Dr. Karl H. Hofmann for his support. 
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form W=Ij@C with a wedge C in q. Wedges of this type occur as tangent ob- 
jects of important semigroups in the associated simply connected Lie group G, 
which give rise to a structure of an order on the symmetric space G/H where 
H is the analytic subgroup with Lie algebra 6. The order is a partial order, if 
C is pointed. In [l], this type of semigroups is discussed in the case where Q is 
the complexification of a real Lie algebra, viewed as a real Lie algebra. One im- 
portant application in representation theory is the construction of the holomor- 
phic discrete series, which is described by Ol’shanskii in [6]. Ol’shanskifs 
semigroup is also a useful tool in analysis on symmetric spaces. Here the work 
of Hilgert, ‘Olafsson and 0rsted [3] should be mentioned. 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with wedges in Lie algebras. A de- 
tailed discussion of this topic may be found in [2]. We recall that a wedge W 
in a Lie algebra Q is called a Lie wedge, resp., an invariant wedge if cad H(W) W= 
W, resp., cad B W= W. This is the case if and only if [H(W),x] c T,(W), resp., 
[Q, x] c T,(W) for all x E W, where r,(W) is the tangent space to the wedge W 
at x. We denote by * the Campbell-Hausdorff multiplication. A wedge W is 
called a Lie semialgebra if there exists a Campbell-Hausdorff-neighborhood U 
in Q such that (Wfl U)*(Wfl Lr)c W. This is equivalent to [T,(W),x] C_ T,(W) 
for all XE W. 
In Section 1 we define the notion of Ol’shanskii wedges. Consider a wedge 
W=Ij@ C in a symmetric Lie algebra ~=fi@ q. Then C should be invariant 
under inner automorphisms which come from the subalgebra lj, that is, we want 
cad h C= C. The invariance under I) enables us to define a causal structure on 
the symmetric space G/H, i.e. to each point x E G/H we assign a closed convex 
cone e(x) in the tangent space T,(G/H), such that the action of G on G/H 
preserves the cone field. We also demand that an invariance condition similar 
to the Lie semialgebra condition is satisfied. We find a characterization in terms 
of the tangent spaces, and prove that Ol’shanskiiwedges are exactly those Lie 
wedges which contain I) in their edge. 
In Section 2 we consider further invariance properties. We ask which proper- 
ties the wedge Wand the symmetric Lie algebra Q must have, if we require W 
to be a Lie semialgebra or, to be invariant even. We give a complete classifica- 
tion of symmetric Lie algebras supporting invariant Ol’shanskii wedges, resp., 
Ol’shanskii semialgebras W=@@ C where C is pointed and generating. 
1. CHARACTERIZATION OF OL’SHANSKIf WEDGES 
For a wedge W in a Lie algebra Q the subtangent wedge L,(W) at XE W is 
defined by L,(W) = W- IF-. x. Its edge T.(W) = L,(W) II -L,(W) is just the 
tangent wedge of W at x. 
DEFINITION 1. A wedge Win a symmetric Lie algebra Q = I) @ q is an Ol’shanskii 
wedge, if there is a wedge CC q such that W= Q @ C and the following holds: 
(1) eadhC=C. 
(2) There is a Campbell-Hausdorff-neighborhood B in Q such that 
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dad xW,W) = LW’) 
for all XEC~B. 
Condition (1) implies that C- C and H(C) are h-modules. Obviously, W- W= 
b @ (C- C) is a symmetric subalgebra of g in which W is generating. Therefore, 
we often need only to consider generating Ol’shanskii wedges. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let W= b @ C be an Ol’shanskii wedge in a finite dimen- 
sional symmetric Lie algebra and w = h + c E W. Then 
L,(W) = Q @ L,(C) and T,(W) = f)@ T,(C). 
Further, if W is generating, then w E C’(W) if and only if c E C’(C). 
The following lemma gives a characterization of Lie wedges Win a symmetric 
Lie algebra g = Lj @ q with h G H(W). 
LEMMA 1.3. Let W = @ @ C be a wedge in g = b @ q. Then the following condi- 
tions are equivalent: 
(1) W is a Lie wedge. 
(2) eadhC=C. 
(3) [c, Q] c T,(C) for afl c E C. 
PROOF. (2) e (3) This is a consequence of the Linear Invariance Theorem 
for Wedges and Vector Fields [2] 1.5.23. 
(1) = (2) W is a Lie wedge if and only if e ad H(W) W= W. In particular, (1) 
implies that e adhW= W holds. But eadhfj=f) and eadhq=q imply eadhC= 
eadh(Wnq)= Wflq=C. 
(3) * (1) The edge H(C) is an h-module, and T,(W) = 60 T,(C) for w = 
h + c E W. Further [H(C), c] c [q, q] G h. Thus [H(W), w] = [b + H(C), h + c] G 
[b, h] + [H(C), h] + [fi, c] + [H(C), c] G 4 + T,(C) = T,,,(W). But this is equivalent 
to W being a Lie wedge. 0 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Suppose that g = Q 0 q is a symmetric Lie algebra with a 
wedge W = Q 0 C and suppose further that B is a C - H-neighborhood such that 
Spec(ad x) fl2zi. Z = (0) f or all XE B. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) e adhCC c. 
(2) [c, T,(W)] c T,(W) for all c E C. 
(3) g(ad c) WC L,(W) for a/l CE Cfl B. 
(4) g(ad c) L,( W) G L,(W) for a// c E Crl B. 
(5) g(ad c) T,( W) = T,(W) for all c E Cfl B. 
And, if C is generating, 
(6) [c, g] G T,.(W) for all c E C. 
If C is generating, we may take CE C’(C) in (l)-(6). 
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PROOF. (1) =) (2) By Lemma 1.3 we have [c, h] c_ T,(C) for all CE C. By Pro- 
position 1.2, T,(W) = h @ T,(C). Then we have [c, T,(W)] = [c, $1 + [c, T’(C)] G 
T,(C) + lj = T,(W). Therefore (2) holds. 
(2) * (1) We have, in particular, [c, h] G T,(W). Let w =h + CE W. Then 
[w, h] = [h + c, lj] G [h, lj] + [c, lj] 5 h @ T’(W) = T,(W). This is equivalent to 
cad h W = W. Again, this implies e adbC=C, i.e., (1). 
(2) o (5) This follows from [2] 11.2.12. 
(3) * (4) Let CE Cfl B. Then 
g(adc)L,(W) C_ g(adc)(W-lR+.c) G g(adc) W-lR+.c c L,(W). 
This shows (4). 
(4) * (5) This is obvious since g(ad c) is a linear map and T,(W) = L,( W) fl 
-L,(W). 
(5) * (3) Since (5) is equivalent o (l), we have in particular that C- C is an 
h-module and therefore W- W is a Lie algebra. Thus we may assume that W 
is generating. By Proposition 1.2, C’(W)nC=C’(C). Let CEC~(C). Then 
L,(W) is a halfspace which is boundec by T,(W). We have g(t - ad c) Tt. ,(W) c 
T,.,(W) for all c~Cl(C)flB and I~[0,1]. Since T,.,(W)=T,(W) we have 
g(t . ad c) T,(W) G T,(W) for all t E [0, 11. Therefore g(t - ad c) leaves the two 
halfspaces bounded by T,(W) invariant or exchanges them. Take any w E 
int(C). Then t - g(t - ad c) w is a continuous curve, which does not intersect 
T,(W), since g(t. ad c) is bijective and leaves T,(W) invariant. Therefore the 
halfspace bounded by T,(W) which contains C, that is L,_(W), is g(ad c)-in- 
variant. This shows (3). 
If C is generating then the equivalence of (2)-(5) and the corresponding con- 
ditions with CE C’(C) follow by the Invariance Theorem for Wedges and Vec- 
tor Fields [2] 1.5.23. 
(2) a (6) If (2) holds, we have in particular [c, I)] G T,(W). Let w = h + C’E W. 
Then [c, w] = [c, h] + [c, c’] E T,(W) + [q, q] G T,(W). Thus [c, W- W] c T,(W). 
Since W is generating this implies (6). That (2) follows by (6) is trivial. 0 
Summarizing the results of Lemma 1.3 and Proposition 1.4 we get the follow- 
ing characterization of Ol’shanskii wedges. 
THEOREM 1.5. (Characterization Theorem for Ol’shanskii Wedges) For a 
wedge W= ij @ C in a symmetric Lie algebra g = fi @ q the following conditions 
are equivalent : 
(1) W is an Ol’shanskii wedge. 
(2) W is a Lie wedge. 
(3) eadhC=C. 
(4) [Ij,c] G T,(C) for all cEC (resp., cEC’(C), if C is generating). 
2. INVARlANTOL'SHANSKIiWEDGESANDOL'SHANSKIiSEMIALGEBRAS 
In the preceding section we have seen that the notion of Ol’shanskiiwedges 
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in symmetric Lie agebras is entirely equivalent o Lie wedges which contain the 
subalgebra h in the edge. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An Ol’shanskii wedge W in a symmetric Lie algebra g is an 
Ol’shanskiisemialgebra, resp., an invariant Ol’shanskiiwedge if and only if W 
is a Lie semialgebra, resp., an invariant wedge. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For a wedge W = b 0 C in a symmetric Lie algebra g = lj 0 q 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) T,(W) is an ideal for all x E W. 
(2) W is an invariant Ol’shanskii wedge. 
(3) [% bl L H(C). 
(4) H(W) is an ideal in g. 
If C is pointed, then these conditions are equivalent to 
(3’) ill, bl = (01. 
(4’) fi is an ideal of g. 
PROOF. First, we remark that in any case C- C is an &module. Therefore we 
may assume C to be generating. Then for every x= h + CE W we have T,(W) = 
$0 T,(C). 
(3) 9 (4) This is straightforward since H(W) = lj @H(C). 
(1) * (2) If T,(W) is an ideal, then in particular [x, g] G T,(W) since XE 
T,(W). But this is equivalent for W to be invariant. 
(2) * (3) Let W be an invariant Ol’shanskii wedge and c E C. For any h E ij 
we have [q, h + cl G [g, h + c] c Th+JW) = $ + T,(C). Thus [q, c] G lj and [q, h] c 
T,(C) for all hefi and all CEC. Thus by [2] 1.3.12, [q,lj] c ncsC T,(C)=H(C). 
(3) * (1) We have T,(W) = lj + T,(C), x = h +c. Then [T,(W), g] = 
[fi + T,(C), b + 91 c [!I, bl + K(C), 91 + [T,(C), 61 -e [b, ql c Ij + H(C) G T,(W) since 
[q,lj] cH(C). This shows (1). 
If C is pointed, then N(C) = (0). This proves the assertion. 0 
By Proposition 2.2, symmetric Lie algebras which support invariant Ol’shanskii 
wedges are of restricted type. 
THEOREM 2.3. (Classification of symmetric Lie algebras with invariant 
Ol’shanskiiwedges) Let q be a vector space and b a Lie algebra with centrq a(b). 
Further, let K : q x q --f a(h) be a skew-symmetric, bilinear map. Then gKzb @ q 
with the bracket 
[(h, d, (h’, 471 = (K(q, 4’) + [h, 0 0) 
for q, q‘E q, h, h’E b is a Lie algebra for which the following holds: 
(1) lj is an ideal in gK. 
(2) 1% 91 G a(b). 
(3) If rh is the radical of $, then rEfri, @ q is the radical of gK, and if6 is any 
Levi complement of rh in 6, then 5 is also a Levi complement of r in gK. 
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For any pointed wedge Cc q the wedge W=b@ C is an invariant Ol’shanskii 
wedge in gK. 
Conversely, if g = ij 0 q is a symmetric Lie algebra supporting an invariant 
Ol’shanskii wedge W= fi @ C with C pointed, then g is isomorphic to gK with 
dq,q’)=[q9q’l for q,q’Eq. 
PROOF. We show that gK is a Lie algebra. Bilinearity and skew-symmetry of 
[. , -1 are obvious. Let q, q’, q” E q and h, h’, h” E tj. Then [(h, q), [(h’, q’), (h”, q”)]] = 
[(K(q’, 4”) + [h’, h”], 0), (h, q)] = ([h, [h’, h”]],O), since K(q’, q”) E a(b). Thus the 
Jacobi identity holds. 
The assertions (1) and (2) follow from the definitions. let B be a Levi comple- 
ment for rh in $. First, 
]rr hl C [rb + q, $ + 41 
C q + tq, 61 + [q, 41 + [q, 91 
implies that r is a solvable ideal with gK = r @ 5. Also 6 z gK/r = b/r is a semi- 
simple subalgebra complementary to r. But this implies (3). 
Now, let C be a pointed cone in q. Since [q, h] = {0}, the wedge W= 6 @ C is 
an invariant Ol’shanskii wedge due to Proposition 2.2. 
Conversely, let g = lj @ q be a symmetric Lie algebra supporting an invariant 
Ol’shanskii wedge W= lj @ C with C pointed. By Proposition 2.2, h is an ideal 
in g and q is contained in the centralizer of b in g. In particular we have [q, q] c 
a(l)) using the Jacobi identity. Define K : q x q + a(l)), K(q,q’) = [q, q’] and g, as 
above. Then g, is isomorphic to g. This proves the assertion. q 
Recall, a wedge W is called a Lie semialgebra if there exists a Campbell- 
Hausdorff-neighborhood U in g such that (Wfl U) *(Wn U) G W. This is 
equivalent to [T,(W),x] G T,(W) for all XE W. An Ol’shanskii wedge which 
has this property is called an Ol’shanskiisemialgebra. Our aim is also to give 
a complete classification of symmetric Lie algebras supporting Ol’shanskii 
semialgebras W= fi @ C, but only for C pointed and generating. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. For a wedge W= f) @ C in a symmetric Lie algebra g = Ij @ q 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) T,(W) is a subalgebra for all x E W. 
(2) W is an Ol’shanskiisemialgebra. 
(3) T,(C) is an b-module for all CE C. 
If the wedge C is generating, these conditions are equivalent to 
(3’) T,(C) is an +module for all CE C’(C). 
PROOF. We omit the proof of this proposition which is similar to that of 
Proposition 2.2. 0 
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Let I/ be a finite dimensional h-module. The dual space P is also an lj- 
module in a canonical way. The action of h E h is given by (15. cu,x) = 
-(co, h. x) for XE V, w E I? Assume T is a hyperplane in V which also is a 
submodule. Then we find a linear form or E h such that the action of h on the 
factor space V/T is given by h. <= aT(h){. Since T is a hyperplane, the an- 
nihilator Tldz {o E PI (co, T) = (0)) is a one-dimensional submodule in p, 
that is T’ = R. oT. Then h. oT = -aT(h)c 
We apply this to the case where the tangent space T,(C) of a generating 
wedge Cc V is a hyperplane h-module. We denote the assigned linear form by 
CC)~ = wT,(cj E P and a, = c+(C) E 6. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let V be a finite dimensional h-module and C a pointed gener- 
ating cone in V such that T,.(C) is a submodule for every c E C’(C). Then the 
foNowing holds: 
(9 V admits the decomposition 
(ii) 
(iii) 
where !2 c $, and the weight spaces are given by Va = {XE V 1 h. x= 
a(h)x for hEb}. 
We have V”=nlT,(C)IcEC’(C),a,#a}. 
The wedges &z n {L,,(C) 1 c E C’(C), (Y,. = o} are generating wedges 
with edge H(ca) = Cpza VP. 
(iv) There are pointed generating cones C, c Vu such that C= CaeR C,. 
PROOF. (i) We consider the dual module I? From [2] 1.3.12 we conclude that 
101 = H(C) = ncEclccj T,(C). Thus we have P= {O}‘=(ncEcl(c, T,.(C))l= 
Crt(.l(C, R.00 where h. o, = -q(h)o, for h E b. Thus P is completely re- 
ducible, and so is V. 
Set sZ%r { a,}. For a E 6, we define p-ad: span{ w,. 1 a, = a}. Then the root de- 
composition P= CcrtR VP” holds. With help of the annihilator mechanism, we 
get the analogous decomposition for V. In fact, with V”c(C,,,,,,, pPa)‘z 
(P-“)- we have 
v= c P. 
asR 
(ii) We have V, = (CPEn,ta) Pfi)l= (span(o, ) a,fa})’ = n (0,’ ) a,fa} = 
n {T,(C) 1 c E C’(C), a,# a}. This shows (ii). 
(iii) Since Cc &, the wedges Ca are obviously generating. To prove II = 
c aEQ,cUr VB we show the equivalent equation for the annihilators. We have 
H(C,)1 = (n {T,(C) 1 c E C’(C), o, E P-‘}>* 
= span{ff?.c0,1 cECt(C),c0,E P-“) 
= p-a. 
Since (Pa)‘= CBEQ,IOj VP this proves (iii). 
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(iv) Set C,E’C= fl V”. Then 
c= n &= c c,. 
usR OEQ 
This proves the assertion. 0 
cl = GO CjM?\(a) YB. Therefore we have 
THEOREM 2.6. (Decomposition Theorem for Ol’shanskii Semialgebras) Let 
W = b @ C be an Ol’shanskiisemiaigebra ina symmetric Lie algebra g = b 0 q and 
assume C is pointed and generating. Then the $-module q has a decomposition 
where 
(9 
(ii) 
(iii) 
q = qo@q+ with g+ = C qa, 
atR 
52 c 6 \ { 0} . Further, the folio wing holds: 
The weight spaces are given by 
q. = {xeq 1 [h,x]=O for he@} 
= n {T,.(C) 1 cE~~(~),(Y,f~j. 
qa={xEqI[h,x]=cr(h)xforhEb} 
= n{T,(C) 1 c~C’(C),a,#cw}. 
W is the intersection of halfspace Ol’shanskiisemialgebras and an in- 
variant Ol’shanskii wedge. More precisely, 
w= won n w,, 
LrER 
where W, = Ij @ co is invariant and W, = b @ ca are semialgebras. 
The wedge W is adapted to the root decomposition in (i). There exist 
pointed generating cones Co in q. and C, in q, such that 
PROOF. Most of the work is already done in Lemma 2.5. We remark, that in 
Proposition 2.6 the case (Y = 0 is separated and Q is supposed to be in 6 \ {O}. 
In (i) and (iii) there is nothing left to show. 
(ii) We must prove the fact that W. is invariant and W, are semialgebras. 
Now, W,=Ij@ co with Co from Lemma 2.5. Then H(Co) = q+. In particular 
[h, q] c H(Co). From Proposition 2.2 (3) we conclude that W, is an invariant 
Ol’shanskii wedge. 
Since T,(C) is a hyperplane lj-module for every ceC’(C), the wedge W,z’ 
b @ L,( W) is a halfspace Ol’shanskii semialgebra due to Proposition 2.4. But 
then w,=n]w,I cr,= a> is the intersection of halfspace Ol’shanskii semi- 
algebras. This proves (ii). 0 
We denote by m(h) the span of all one-dimensional ideals of a Lie algebra 
h. Then m(h) is an abelian ideal, called the base ideal of I). For each Lie algebra 
homomorphism Q : lo -+ R we define m,(h) = {y E I) 1 [x, ~1 =e(x) Y for all XE b). 
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We call Q a base roof if m,(h) # (0). The set of all base roots is denoted by 
B(h), and m,(h) is called the base root space of@. Each base root space m,(h) 
is a characteristic ideal and m(h) is the direct sum of the base root spaces. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let g = $0 q be a symmetric Lie algebra supporting an 
Ol’shanskii semialgebra W= fi @ C with C pointed and generating. Then the 
following holds: 
(i) Let cr,p~OU (0). Then [q”,qB] ~m,+~(h). 
(ii) [q, q] c m(h). In particular, [q, q] is an abelian ideal of 4. 
(iii) I~(Y,P,~ERU{O} do not satisfy a=-P=t-y, then [[qa,qB],qY]={O}. 
(iv) Zf (Y, ---(;I E Q U (0) and dim qa> 1, then [[q’, q-“I, qa] = (0). 
(v) [so, q] is an abelian ideal of g. 
(vi) [qO, cd c a(b), and if (Y, -a E Q then If, PI C a(b). 
PROOF. (i) Let x,eqa, x~E~’ and h El). Then [h, [x,,x~]] = [[h,x,],xp] + 
[~,,[h,x~]J=(a(h)+j?(h))[x,,x~]. Therefore, if [x,,x~]#O, then a+P~B(fi). 
This shows (i). 
(ii) For the proof of (ii), we first notice that [q, q] is an ideal of h. In fact, 
we have ]]q, 41, bl c [q, ql by Jacobi identity. Since 14, sl c Ca,penuio) W, qplt 
the inclusion [q, q] c m(h) follows from (i). But then [q, q] is abelian, since m(l)) 
is abelian. 
(iii) Let a,fl~ QU (0). Then [[q”, qp], qy] c qy. On the other hand the Jacobi 
identity shows that [[qa, q”], qy] c qa+ qp and [[qa, q8], qY] G qa+8+Y. Since the 
decomposition q = qq@ Catn q” is direct, [[qa,qP],qY]#{O} implies cr=--/?= 
+y. This proves (iii). 
(iv) If a = {0}, we have nothing to show. Now let (Y, --(r E 52, and x,,xA E qa 
and XT, E q-@ arbitrary elements. Then (iii) and the Jacobi identity show 
cr([x~,x!,])x, - (T([x,,x~,])x~ =O. If dim qa>O, take x, and x; linearly inde- 
pendent. This shows a(x,,x!,) = 0. Since x, and XT, are arbitrary, (iv) follows. 
(v) From (iii) we conclude [[qq, q], q] = (0). Also, the inclusion [[qq, q], Ij] c 
]qq, ]q, 611 + [[qo, 61, 41 = (01 hdds. This shows (9. 
(vi) We notice, that if OeB(Ij) then m&j) =a(@). Thus (vi) follows from 
(i). 0 
With these preparations, we can classify those symmetric Lie algebras which 
support a generating Ol’shanskii semialgebra W= lj @ C with C pointed. 
THEOREM 2.8. (Classification of symmetric Lie algebras with Ol’shanskii 
semialgebras) Let b be a Lie algebra with base ideal m (Ij) and Q a finite subset 
of fi such that a E Q induces a linear form on Q/[f), 61. Let q = q,, 0 CaeR qa be 
a direct sum of vector spaces and K : q x q + m (8) a skew-symmetric bilinear 
map such that 
(Jb) for ~,PEQU (0) 
K(q? 9’) c m,+b(b). 
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(Jb) for all a, /I, y E D U (0) 
K(qa, qP) C ker y unless (z= -p= fy. 
(J’$ if dim qa > 1, then 
K(qa, q-‘) L ker (r. 
Then the set gK,Qdz’ I)@ q with the bracket 
[(h, q), (h: 411 b, h’l + K(q, ‘-I’), C @(4x; - dh’)xN 
LlER 
(forq=xO+Cx,,q'=x~+Cx~Eq, h,h’Eb)isaLiealgebra. 
If CO C qo, C, C qa, a E 52, are pointed generating cones, then W = h 0 C with 
C=CoOC,,, C, is an Ol’shanskii semialgebra. 
Conversely, if the symmetric Lie algebra g = !j @ q supports an Ol’shanskii 
semialgebra W= lj 0 C with C pointed and generating, then g is isomorphic to 
&,a where K(q, 4') = [q, 4’1 for q, q’E q and q = q. 0 CaeR qa is the root decom- 
position of Theorem 2.6. 
PROOF. We first show that gK,o is a Lie algebra. The skew-symmetry and bi- 
linearity of [. , .] are obvious. Let q,q’,q”eq and h,h’,h”E@. Then 
[(h, q), [(h: 4% (h”, s”)ll 
= ([h, [h’, h”ll+ [h, Ktq’, 4”)1+ K(q, C (a(h')x,"- a(h")xk)), 
CIGR 
~~~(a(h)a(h')x,"-a(h)a(h")x~)- C aOdq',q"))x,), 
aen 
where we used [l), $1 c ker a. We first examine the second component. By (Jb) 
the second sum reduces to CaeR a(K(x~,x!,))x,+a(K(xI,,x~))x,. We add the 
terms which we get after cyclic permutation of the argument. If dim qa= 1 the 
corresponding sum vanishes, since K is bilinear and skew-symmetric. By (J:), 
the term also vanishes in the case dim qa> 1. Cyclic permutation of the argu- 
ments in the first sum shows that the Jacobi identity holds for the second com- 
ponent . 
In the same manner, (Jh) implies the Jacobi identity in the first component. 
This shows that gx,o is a Lie algebra. 
Now, let C,C_ qo, C, C qa, aEQ, be any pointed generating cones and 
W = J$@C with C = Co@C,,n C,. Set W, = b@C,@q’ and W, = f)O 
soot lren,Irr) @OC,. Then W= WIT nasR W,. 
Claim: W, is a semialgebra and W. is an invariant wedge. All wedges 
are generating. First, let x=h+x,+yECl(W,) with he& x,Eq” and ye 
qooc BEn,Iaj q8. We have XE C’(W,) if and only if x, E C’(C,), and T,(W,)= 
b@C llen,(al q80TXa(C,). We have to show KVQ,xl c TAW,). BY [fix,1 C 
a(b)x, c T,,(C,) and [TX,(Ca),x,J c TXJC,), this is straightforward. In the 
same way [g,x] G T,( Wo) for all XE W. follows. This proves the claim. 
But then, W is an Ol’shanskiisemialgebra as an intersection of an invariant 
wedge and semialgebras. 
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Conversely, let Q = $0 q be a symmetric Lie algebra supporting an Ol’shanskii 
semialgebra W= b @ C with C pointed and generating. Define K by K(q, q’) = 
[q, q’] for q, q’E q. Then Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 2.7 prove the assertion. 0 
REMARK 2.9. Condition (Jh) describes the fact, that K(q,q)cm(f)). Thus if 
(Y E Q is also a base root, then K(q, q) G ker a is immediate since m(h) is abelian, 
so, m(h) c ker Q for every Q eB(h). 
From [5] we recall the definition of the d-radical A(Q) of a Lie algebra Q. It 
is the intersection of all hyperplane subalgebras and is a fully characteristic 
ideal. The intersection A,(Q) of all hyperplane subalgebras of the simple type, 
called the s-radical, and the intersection d,(g) of hyperplane subalgebras of 
the abelian or solvable type, the a-radical, are also fully characteristic ideals 
with d,(g) tTd,(g)=d(g). For definitions and further details we refer to [4], 
[51. 
We notice that the second term 9” of the commutator series of g is con- 
tained in n,(g), and that for the radical r the inclusion r c d,(g) holds. If 5 is 
any Levi complement then we have 5 G g”cd,(g). If g is A-reduced, which 
means that O(g)=(O), then g=4,(g)@n,(g), where r=n,(g) and ~=d,(g)= 
sl(2, R)‘, for a suitable m is the unique Levi complement. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let g = b @ q be a symmetric Lie algebra with radical r. Then we 
have r=rhOr,, ~(a)=~(a)hO~(a)p, ~,(a)=~,(ah,O~,(a),, and 4(a)= 
A,(g)h@A,(g),, where the subscripts denote the intersection with fi, resp., q. 
PROOF. Let r : Q + Q denote the involutive Lie algebra automorphism corre- 
sponding to g = lj @ q. We have to show that the indicated ideals are r-invariant. 
Firstly, r(r) also is a solvable ideal, hence r(r) = r. This proves the assertion con- 
cerning r. If T is a hyperplane subalgebra, then r(T) also is a hyperplane sub- 
algebra of the same type. Hence A(g), A,(g), and A,( Q) are r-invariant. 0 
LEMMA 2.11. If the symmetric Lie algebra g = 6 @ q supports a generating 
Ol’shanskiisemiaigebra W= b @ C, then A(g) is contained in the edge H(W). 
If C is pointed, then A(g) c lj. 
PROOF. We have H(W) = nxEcl,,, T,(W) and all T,(W) are hyperplane sub- 
algebras by Proposition 2.4. But then A(Q) c H(W) is obvious. If C is pointed, 
then H(W) = 6. This proves the lemma. 0 
A generating Lie semialgebra W is called reduced, if the edge H(W) contains 
no non-trivial ideal of g. With the preceding remarks, we can describe the Lie 
algebras which contain reduced Ol’shanskii semialgebras. 
THEOREM 2.12. If the symmetric Lie algebra g = tj@ q supports a reduced 
Ol’shanskiisemialgebra W= lj @ C with C pointed, then Q = sl(2, R)” @ r with 
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f’= (0) and [rq, rQ] = (0) where rq = r fI q. There exist generating Ol’shanskii 
semialgebras W, L sl(2, fR)” and W, L r such that W= W, 0 W,. 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.11, the ideal n(g) is contained in H(W). Thus d(g) = 
{0}, since W is reduced. Thus g= sl(2, R)mC$r by what is said above. Also, 
65 g”rn,(g)=$, in particular r”= {O}. By Lemma 2.10, we have g=bh@6,@ 
rh@ r,. The h-module rq inherits the decomposition of the &module q, and 
(r,)a=r,tl qa. To prove that [rq,rs] = (0) holds, it is enough to show that 
[[r,,r,],q] = (0). Indeed, if this holds, [rq,r,] is an ideal of g contained in W, 
hence trivial, as W is reduced. Assume that [[r,, rq], q] # (0). Then there is an 
aeQ and an he [rg,rS] with a(h)#O. Let Ofx~q~nr. Then [h,x] =a(h)x#O. 
But then [h,x] = l/(a(h)) [h, [h,x]] E r”= {0}, which gives a contradiction. This 
shows [rq, rq] = (0). 
Now let W be a reduced Ol’shanskii semialgebra and w E C’(W). Then 
T,(W) is a hyperplane subalgebra. If T,,,(W) is of the abelian or the solvable 
type, then $=d,(g) c T (W), and if it is of the semisimple type, then r= 
d,(g) C T,(W). Set w5gfl {L,(W) 1 T,,,(W) ’ 1s of solvable or abelian type). 
Then F& is a generating Ol’shanskii semialgebra of g with r C_ @II. Similarly, 
~~~f~ {L,(W) 1 T,(W) . is of semisimple type} is a generating Ol’shanskii 
semialgebra with 5 c WT. Obviously, we have W= @$ n wr. Define W,“;’ fis n 5 
and W,“LfRrnr. Since 5 c Gr and rc @$, we have W= W,@ W,, and W,, resp., 
W, are generating Ol’shanskiisemialgebras in 5, resp., r. This proves the theo- 
rem. 0 
We remark, that the generating Lie semialgebras in sl(2, R)” are precisely of 
the form WI@---@ W, with generating Lie semialgebras I$ in sl(2, I?). Thus 
the Ol’shanskiisemialgebras W, are classified. In the case that W, is pointed, 
Theorem 2.8 gives the classification of all possible wedges W,. Then, in Theo- 
rem 2.8, we have to choose Jj with h” = (0) and we have to set K = 0, thus condi- 
tions (J,) and (Jh) vanish. 
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